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At the VIAHA meeting on September 23, 2012, “Equal Ice Time” for minor hockey players was discussed. From the 
discussion it was clearly indicated that we still have today coaches that play “to win at all cost” even if it means 
limiting the ice time to certain players. Currently VIAHA has an equal ice time regulation for recreational hockey but 
equal ice time is not just directed at recreational hockey, competitive teams too must as much as possible ensure 
that all players receive equal ice time. 
 
During the discussion on September 23

rd
 all had concerns regarding the “win at all cost” attitude displayed by some 

Atom Development coaches; this is most disturbing because these children are 9 and 10 year olds eager to learn. 
However it does not matter the age level of the minor hockey player or whether it is recreational or competitive; 
parents all pay the same fees for their children to play and as such each and every volunteer has the duty to 
ENSURE that players receive equal opportunity. Parents no matter the level want to watch their children play the 
game; they do not pay to have their children receive less opportunity then the stronger players on the team. In saying 
this yes there may be times when a child misses a shift due to discipline etc. but only getting a few shifts a game 
because a coach shortens the bench trying to win is wrong and is not what Minor Hockey is about. 
 
We are not in the business to win games this is left to our Junior and Professional counterparts, in minor hockey we 
are in the business to expose children to hockey and to learn valuable life skills that they will hopefully take with them 
into adulthood. The teams belong to the minor hockey associations, parents pay their fees to the association, the 
team officials too are selected by the associations and as such each and every MHA needs to hold these coaches 
accountable. If coaches refuse to practice treating each and every child equally by affording them the opportunity to 
play then associations need to replace these coaches. Our sport does not win when we have adults that play to win 
at all cost. In the end we all lose as children whom are not treated equally leave the sport due to not having fun! 
MHAs have the obligation when they accept a parent’s money and place their child on a team that that player is 
allowed to play and coaches that fail to follow this philosophy must be and will be dealt with. 
 
We are at the beginning of a new season the time is NOW to ensure the coaches that each MHA selects know and 
clearly understand their role in ensuring players are treated with dignity and fairly and that each child receive equal 
opportunity to play. Thank you for your understanding and support in this matter. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
 
 

 
Jim Humphrey 
VIAHA President 


